



The diary as literature: Heian nikki bungaku 
William H. McCullough 
The essay first attempts to clear away some of the common 
misconceptions about the nature of diaries (that they are 
nonfictional records of actual events, that they are composed 
serially at frequent intervals immediately after the events 
recorded, that their intended audience is the diarist himself, and 
that the narrator and the author of the diary are identical) and 
then defines the diary as a first-person narrative of a 
discontinuous series of more or less self-contained responses to 
the narrator’s present situation and present experiences. Several 
qualifications to, and amplifications of, that definition are made 
concerning the serial structure of diaries; the strong assertion of 
the self achieved through the diary’s characteristic temporal, 
spatial and personal perspectives; the distinction between public 
and private diaries; the typical rhetorical tone of diaries; the 
presence of themes in diaries; etc. The essay then turns to the 
Heian diary, first pointing out its characteristic mode of self-
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assertion and view of the self, and then discussing two 
representative examples of“diary literature，＇’ Tosa nikki and 
Kagero nikki. It is concluded that Tosa nikki fails as diary 
literature because it unsuccessfully mixes two literary forms, the 
diary and the poetry collection; because of the multiplicity of its 
themes; and because of the ambiguity and weakness of the 
diarist’s voice. It is argued that Kagero nikki succeeds for a 
variety of reasons, including the power and universality of its 
principal theme, the authenticity of its voice, and the narrative 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































注1 Robert Fothergill, Private Chronicles: A Study of English Diaries (London: 
Oxford Univ. Pvess, 1974), p. 3. 
2 ここまで述べた日記の定義は、ファザーギル氏に負うところが多い。ファザー
ギル、 1～63ページは特に参考になっている。
3 John M. Elis, The theoη1 of Literaη Criticism.・A Logical Analysis 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), pp. 42・53.
4 「日本古典文学全集」（小学館、昭和48年）、 67～68ペー ジ。
5 問、 42ペー ジ。
6 同、 135ペー ジ。
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